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You might need glasses, 
your vision sucks!



2015: Hong Kong. Tall Building.



Kabbage was youngish



Approaching $100m in Revenue
Through Series D

Looking for a big Series E
The space was hot



Everyone knew it and knew us



A couple of others in the space had just IPO’d



We were looking for a big investment 
and this was the opportunity





And then the question came



“What’s your vision for Kabbage?”





“Like in 5 or 10 years?”



We didn’t have an answer



We eventually replied
“More, better?”



Unfortunately,
like many, we were 
serious

No vision. No check.





Why should you care?



C H A P T E R  2

Finding a Revolutionary Vision



P A R T  1

There’s noU in Vision



“You have to start 
with the customer 
experience…

…and work backwards
to the technology”



Obsess over customers
“From the beginning, our 
focus has been on offering 
our customers compelling 
value….something they 
couldn’t get any other 
way…much more selection”

It’s 2019, and they’re still doing it. 
Strong visions can last  forever





Suddenly we knew the bigger
problem we had to solve:

Cash flow



+ Money In +

– Money Out –

~ Money At Rest ~

How?



Let the bakers

§ Smart cash deployment
§ Solve entire cash flow challenge

§ Drive SME financial advantage

§ Allow SME owners to focus 100% 
on their skills

§ Only SME lending company 
positioned to accomplish this 
thanks to data, knowledge and 
engagement





P A R T  2

Product extensions are not a vision





Product extensions emanate from a vision but they do 
not precede the articulation of the vision



70%

1997

319x



Since 1997
1.6X

“Our vision is to create 
technology that makes life 
better for everyone, 
everywhere – every person, 
every organization, and 
every community around 
the globe.”



P A R T  3

Stop calling yourself the
Uber or Amazon of what you do





The Uber of X

Not
a

Vision



What does this even 
mean?

Talk about your 
customers



Instead, great visions are visionary



“We’re a camera company.”
Evan Spiegel, Snapchat S1



Camera companies don’t even want
to be called a camera company.



“We’re not a camera company and
please don’t call us one.”

Yasuyuki Okamoto, CEO, Nikon



“Bringing you closer to the people
and things you love.”



C H A P T E R  3

Finding your vision



“The sculpture is already 
complete within the marble 
block, before I start my work. 
It is already there, I just have 
to chisel away the 
superfluous material.”

Michelangelo



We, as an industry, have the best opportunity
to help consumers & SMEs relative to

almost every other industry

REMEMBER



Our customers entrust us with their financial lives



There are only five underlying motivators for
all consumers and small businesses: 



Freedom

(it’s not about savings)



Opportunity

(it’s not about growth)



Time

(it’s not about simplicity)



Peace

(it’s not about safety & security)



Connections

(it’s not about love)



Freedom
Opportunity

Time
Peace

Connections



Make one or more of these
the center of your vision

And shed products & services that don’t align



As some people say: If you’re not part of the
solution, you’re part of the problem



Remember, there’s no U in vision



Make sure you’re a part of it.

But there is in fUture



Thank you!
@KabbageRob

rob@kabbage.com


